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ABSTRACT

A Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) M(t) defined on a Markov
chain J(t) is a pure jump process where jumps of M(t) occur according to a
Poisson process with intensity whenever the Markov chain J(t) is in state i.
M(t) is called strongly renewal (SR) if M(t) is a renewal process for an arbitrary
initial probability vector of J(t) with full support on P = {i" > 0}. M(t) is
called weakly renewal (WR) if there exists an initial probability vector of J(t)
such that the resulting MMPP is a renewal process. The purpose of this paper
is to develop general characterization theorems for the class SR and some
sufficiency theorems for the class WR in terms of the first passage times of the
bivariate Markov chain [J(t), M(t)]. Relevance to the lumpability of J(t) is also
studied.
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0 INTRODUCTION

Let J(t) be a Markov chain on N = { 0, 1, 2,--., N governed by a transition
rate matrix = [ ]. Let v = j v...j The infinitesimal generator is then given by
vii
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_Q = v__ D + =v

where =VD= diag{v is the diagonal matrix of size N+I whose i-th diagonal
element is v i. A Markov modulated Poisson process M(t) governed by J(t) and a
nonnegative vector ,T = [90’ )] is a pure jump process where jumps of M(t) occur
according to a Poisson process with intensity )L whenever the Markov chain J(t) is in state
i. Following Neuts (1988), we say that the Markov modulated Poisson process, hereafter
denoted by MMPP, has a source (_Q, A=D) where
= diag{ L }. For convenience, we
define
(0.1) P={i’ki>0, i N};Z={i’)i=0, i N}.
To avoid triviality, we assume throughout the paper that J(t) is irreducible and hence
ergodic.

""’

A=D

In general, the interarrival times generated from an MMPP are not independent nor
identically distributed. In many applications of telecommunication systems, it is known
that interarrival times of voice/data packets to a communication channel are correlated and
do not constitute a renewal process. For such applications, an MMPP is often appropriate
for describing an input stream to the system. See, e.g., Heffes and Lucantoni (1986) and
Sriram and Whitt (1986). A single server queueing system with an N-process input stream
and general i.i.d, service times has been studied by Ramaswami (1980), where an MMPP
is a special case of N-process. Subsequently, Burman and Smith (1986) and Knessl and
Matkowsky (1987) have studied a single server queueing system with an MMPP input
stream and general i.i.d, service times with more specific details. These results facilitate
the use of MMPP’s in applications. The reader is also referred to Neuts (1988) for a
comprehensive discussion of the MMPP.
The question of under what conditions an MMPP becomes a renewal process is a
classical one. A stationary doubly stochastic Poisson process is a generalization of the
Poisson process where the intensity k(t) is a nonnegative-valued stochastic process. It is
clear that an MMPP with a source (Q, A=D) is a stationary doubly stochastic Poisson
process having the intensity (J(t)). Kingman (1964) has shown that a stationary doubly
stochastic process is a renewal process if and only if its rate function takes on the values 9
> 0 and zero alternatively on the successive intervals of a stationary alternating renewal
process and the intervals where the rate prevails have an exponential distribution. These
conditions are described more explicitly for specific MMPP’s by Meier (1984) and Neuts

.

(1988).

A source (Q,

A=D) of MMPP’s may produce a renewal process only for specific

initial distributions of the underlying Markov chain J(t). Some other sources of MMPP’s
yield a renewal process for any initial distribution with support on P. More formal
definitions are now introduced.

Definition 0.1 A source (_Q, A=D) of MMPP’s is called strongly renewal, denoted by

(_Q_, A__ D) SR, if for any initial distribution of J(t) with full support on P

the resulting

MMPP is a renewal process.
Definition 0.2 A source

(_Q, _A_D) of MMPP’s is called weakly renewal, denoted by
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such that the resulting

MMPP is a renewal process.
It is clear that SR WR. For convenience, we also say that an MMPP with source (Q,
=AD) is strongly renewal (weakly renewal) if the MMPP is a renewal process with (_Q, A=D)

((Q_,
The purpose of this paper is to develop general characterization theorems for the
class SR and some sufficiency theorems for the class WR in terms of the first passage
times of the bivariate Markov chain [ J(t), M(t) ]. Relevance to the lumpability of J(t) is
also studied. In Section 1, we analyze the first passage times of [ J(t), M(t) ], which
provides a basic tool for subsequent study. A necessary and sufficient condition is given in
Section 2 for the class SR. It is shown that a source (_Q, A=D) belongs to SR if and only if
the fin’st passage time of the bivadate process [ J(t), M(t) ] from (i,m) to (j,m+ 1): j N } is
equal in distribution for all ie P. As an immediate corollary, we show that if jumps of an
MMPP are triggered at only one state, say i N, then the MMPP is a renewal process.
The necessary and sufficient condition is then expressed more explicitly in terms of a
transition rote matrix of the underlying Markov chain. The relevance of the lumpability of
J(t) to the class SR is discussed in Section 3. It is shown that if J(t) is lumpable with
respect to lumping {P, Z} and = for all ie P, then the associated MMPP is strongly
renewal, but the converse is not true. When the lumpability of J(t) is present, the
interardval time distribution for jumps of M(t) can be evaluated explicitly in the real
domain. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the class WR. A sufficient condition is given
under which an MMPP belongs to WR. This sufficient condition can be reinterpreted in
terms of a transition rate matrix of the underlying Markov chain. For illustrating
differences between the two classes WR and SR, an example is given where an MMPP
which belongs to WR but not to SR is constructed explicitly. Also given is a
characterization theorem for an MMPP to be a Poisson process. Finally in Section 5, some
concluding remarks are given.

’i

’

1 FIRST PASSAGE TIMES OF BIVARIATE MARKOV CHAIN [J(t), M(t)]

Let M(t) be an MMPP as described in Section 0, having a source (_Q, A=D). We
recall that the infinitesimal generator of the underlying Markov chain J(t) has a form
(1.1)

_Q=-__vD + =V.

One easily sees that the bivadate process [ J(t), M(t) is Markov. Figure 1.1 illustrates
typical transitions governing [ J(t), M(t) ].
It should be noted that the bivariate process [ J(t), M(t) ] is spatially homogeneous
columnwise. Furthermore, the marginal process M(t) is a pure jump process.
Consequently, the fin’st passage time of [ J(t), M(t) ] from (i,m) to any state in the (m+ 1)-th
column does not depend on m. We define
(1.2)
and

T= {t’[ J(t), M(t)
inf

e (j,m+l)for somej N I[ J(0), M(0)] e (i,m)

}
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(1.3)

i (s) = E [ e

sT

/

].

M(o , t)
rn

m+l

J(co,t)

k
Figure 1.1 Typical Transitions of J(t), M(t) ]
For convenience, we introduce a random variable V. on N where V = j means that the
bivariate process [ J(t), M(t) ] enters the (m+l)-th column for the f’trst time at j N given
that it starts at iN in the m-th column. Correspondingly, we define

(1.4)

_+(s) = [

; (s) ]

ij+ (s)=

e

-sx

P[ T

+

0

Let +(s) = [(s), .--,

0(s)] T

(1.5)

_e

=

I

<dx

Vi= j

].

It then follows from (1.2) through (1.4) that

where e is a column vector with all components equal to 1.

To evaluate +(s), we consider a bivariate process [ J*(t), M’(t) on
S = (n,m) n N, rn = 0, 1 governed by the transition rate matrix _v_* where
(1.6)

V*=(V--0=

A=D
0=

)

Here the first block corresponds to G = {(n,0) ne N and the second block to B = {(n, 1)
ne N }. It should be noted that states in B are absorbing. If we define
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the inf’mitesimal generator Q* governing [ J*(t), M*(t) ] is given by

_Q* =-=v.)+=v*.

(1.8)

Let
and define

P*(t) = [p*(n.m)(n,,m.)(t)]

*(s) = 0 e’Stp*(t)

be the transition probability matrix of [ J(t), M*(t) ],

dt. Since

d
=_p, (t)_Q, and__p, (0)=__I, one has_ (s)
__P*(t)

= [s_I- Q*]. It then follows from (1.6) through (1.8) that

_*(s)

(1.9)

=( s- I+=VD+- - AD-=V0= -A- Ds=I )-1

One easily sees that for the matrix X of the form
(1.10)

X=

(_a6 b)

with __a being nonsingular, the inverse X is given by

(1.11)

=x-l= 0__=a’l -=alb

(

)__I

If we define

(1.12)

-

=0D(S) = diag{ (s+ V + ’i )-1 }ieN

it follows from ( 1.9) and (1.11) that

[

(1.13)

I-0D(S)V]’10=D(S)

[ =I-D(S)=V]" 1_ _0 D(S)A D
1
S

I

We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1

(a)
and

Let +(s) and +(s) be as defined in (1.4) and (1.5). Then

_+(s) = [:I-___0D(S)V]-I=0D(S)A D
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+(S) = [ =I- ___0D(S)V___.]-I___0D(S).

Proof.

From the construction of[ J*(t), M*(t) ], one easily sees that
P[T < t, Vi =J]=P* (i,0)(j,X)(t)" Hence from (1.4), one has
(s) = s* (i,O)(.j. 1).(s)
Statement (a) then follows frtm (1.13). Part (b) is immediate from’a(1.5), and the theorem
is proved.

We note that

Z. This corresponds to the fact that (j,m+l)
j N } can be reached from{ (j,m) "j N } only through (i,m) i P }. It is also worth
noting that Theorem 1.1 (b) yields an interesting recursion formula regarding (s). One

j (s) = 0 for j

sees that

2+(S) = =OD(S)_ + =OD(S)V_V_+(S).
This equation can be rewritten componentwise as

(1.14)

(D(S) =

i’+’t,’

tS+Vi+%i)

The probabilistic interpretation of (1.14) is now clear. Suppose > 0. The sojourn time
of [ J(t), M(t) ] at state (i, m) is exponentially distributed with parameter v.+X.. Upon

’i

expiration of this sojourn time, the process immediately moves up to (i,m+ 1) with
probability i/(Vi+i). With probability (v i/(Vi+,i))(VidVi), the state transition is to (k,m).
In this case, it takes further T +k for the process to reach (i,m+l) i N } The case =

,.

0 can be interpreted similarly.
{}2 CHARACTERIZATION OF STRONGLY RENEWAL MMPP’S

In this section, we develop a necessary and sufficient condition under which an
MMPP becomes a renewal process for any initial distribution of J(t) with full support on P.
Simpler necessary or sufficient conditions are also discussed. Let (Xk)k__0 be a sequence of
jump epochs of the marginal process M(t) where x0 = 0. We define

(2.1) Xk = ’t:k

’t:k. l, k=1,2,3

Of interest are the joint probability functions characterized by the vector transform

(2.2)

K(S) =

where s =

e" sr
0

X_.P[Xl<dXl,X2<dx2,...,XK<dXK

Is 1,s2,...,sK IT and X = IX 1,X2,...,XK ]T. For convenience, we also define
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K:i(si) = K(0,...,0,si,0,...,0)
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xi P[Xi_<dxi]

From the columnwise spatial homogeneity of the bivariate process [ J(t), M(t) ], one has
K

= z6T l-I

(2.4)

k=l-

where _+(s) is defined in (1.4)

and/ is the initial distribution of J(t).

Equation (2.4) can

be found in Neuts (1988).

We next derive the main result of this section. The fact that X and Y are equal in
distribution is denoted by X d__ y. For index sets A,B c N, a submatrix of __a = [aij] onto
AxB is denoted by _aAB = [aij]ie A, je B"
Let M(t) be an MMPP having a source (_Q, A=D). Let J(0) P with
d
probability one. Then M(t) is strongly renewal if and only if T+ = T.+j for all i,j P
Theorem 2.1

Furthermore, the Laplace transform of i.i.d, interarrival times is given by

TI(S ) = UT [ I- OD(S)V 1"

leD(S)h

T

where u is the i-th unit vector for some

Pr0oL
(2.5)

P.

First note from the definition of P that

AD =

0=pz)
( A=D’PP 0__zz)"
=Ozp

From Theorem 1.1 (a), this then implies that

_;p(S)
(2.6)

0__pz

=

O=z z
By the assumption that J(0) P with probability one, the initial
form

=

[/0:P’ Oz 1" From (2.4) and (2.6), one concludes that

distribution/ is of the
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K +

(2.7)

It should be noted from (2.3) that
i-1

(2.8)
since

+
+
;K:i(Si) =/t0T..p kgI__l_Pp(0+)_pp(Si)gip,

_+(0+) is a stochastic matrix from (1.4) and _p(0+)ep = ep from (2.6).
Suppose T{ __d

T; for all i,j

P so that

(s) = rl(S)ep from Theorem 1.1 (b).

Since +(s) = _+(s)e, this together with (2.6) implies that

+
= rl(s)!iP.
_pp(S)ep

it then follows from (2.7) that
K

(2.9)

rI rl(Si).
(.0 = i=l

Consequently, X ( 1 < i < K ) are i.i.d, random variables having rl(S) = E[ e -sXi ]. Since
T
g-O:P is chosen arbitrarily, M(t) is strongly renewal.

Conversely, suppose M(t) is strongly renewal. One then has
From (2.8), this in turn implies that

K:l(S) = K:2(s).

T +
+
+
:vT vv(slr,
v = S.o: v _vv(O+l _vv(slr,v.
T

Since/I0: P

+s

can be chosen as an arbitrary probability vector on P, it follows with ,( ) =

+ s
).p that
pp(

(2.10)

+
+
(S) = _pp(0+)p(S).

(s) is a fight eigenvector of a stochastic matrix _p(0+) with eigenvalue 1 for all s with
Re(s) > 0. Hence (s) = rl(s)e_.P, and the proof is completed.
The necessary and sufficient condition of Theorem 2.1 holds trivially when jumps of M(t)
can be triggered only through one state, say, ie N. In other words, > 0 and
.j = 0 for all j N \{i}, so that P is a singleton set P = {i}. The next corollary is then
mmediate.

’i
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Corollary_ 2.2 If P is a singleton set, say, P = {i} and J(0) = i with probability one,
then M(t) is strongly renewal.

It can be readily seen that if_a and _d are nonsingular, one has
(2.11)
Since

(2.12)

___a-l__b(=_d_a-l__b)
()" ((=a.____’l=c)
___d-lc(.a....__-l=c) (.d._._a’i=b)
"1

1

a b

=

"1

-1)

+s( ) = +s( ), it then follows from Theorem 1.1 (a) and (2.11) that

;(S) = [ S=Ipv + _V_D:pv + AD:pp =pv- __Vpzv(S) 1-1 p,

where

(2.13)
and

(2.14)

._zp(S) = ( S=Izz + =VD:zZ =Vzz )’l=Vzp,
+ S) =

The necessary and sufficient condition of Theorem 2.1 can now be expressed in a
more explicit form.

Th0rem 2.3 Let M(t) be an MMPP having a source (_Q,

A=D). Let J(0)

P with

probability one. Then M(t) is strongly renewal if and only if
(i) hp = k_ep;
(ii) =Vpzez = ygp; and
(iii) __Vp zp(S)eP = p(s)ep.
Proof.
Suppose M(t) is strongly renewal so that p( ) = rl(s)_ep. Substituting this into

+s

(2.12), one finds that

V = [ S__Ivv + V_D:pv + AD:pp V=vv- V=pzp(S)

Tl(s)eP,

which leads to

(2.15) ht, = rl(s) [ Sgp + _V_pze_z +
where (=vD:pp

(2.16)

,p- __Vpzp(S)_eP]

=Vpp)ep = V=pzez is employed. By letting s

hp = lims_..>.,,svl(S)ep = X_ep

and (i) follows. Substituting (2.16) into (2.15) yields

(2.17)
where

V=pz[ gz" _zP(S)gV

= (S)gV

-

oo

in (2.15), one finds that
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(2.18) 3(s)

,- (s)(s + X)
r(s)
,,,, in (2.17), one obtains

Again by letting s

(2.19) _V_pzgZ = lims__(s)e_P = y %,
and (ii) is proved. Substitution of (2.18) back into (2.17) then leads to

(2.20) _V_pzp(S)_eP = [ y- 15(s) ]e_.p.
Part (iii) now follows by one’s letting p(s) = y- (s).
Conversely, suppose (i),(ii) and (iii) hold. It can be seen that
[ S=Ivv + _V_D:pP + AD:pp _V_pv- _V_pzp(S ) ] %= [ S + + /- p(s) ] %.

(2.21)

From (2.12) together with (2.20), one finds that

:(S)

:

, S=Ipv
[

+ V=D:pv + =AD:pp _V_pv

=Vpzzp(S) 1-1 _e.p : l(s)_p

where

(2.22) rl(s) =

s + + 7- p(s)
and the theorem follows.

From (2.22), the next corollary is immediate.
Corollary_ 2.4 Let M(t) be a strongly renewal MMPP. Then the Laplace transform rl(s)
of the distribution of i.i.d, interarrival times is given by

rl(s)
where X,

s + Z. + 7-p(s)
p(s) and y are as given in (i),(ii), and (iii) of Theorem 2.3.

3 RELEVANCE OF LUMPABILITY TO STONGLY RENEWAL MMPP’S
In some applications, a Markov chain may be observed only through the passage of
certain subsets of the state space and transitions within each subset are screened. The study
of lumpability of Markov chains concerns the question of whether the resulting process is
also a Markov chain, see e.g., Kemeny and Snell (1969). The analogous problem for
semi-Markov processes has been studied by Cinlar (1969, 1971) and Serfozo (1971). In a
recent paper by Sumita and Rieders (1987) it has been shown that a semi-Markov process
is lumpable if and only if the first passage times TiL(n ) and TjL(n ) of the semi-Markov
process are equal in distribution for all i,je L(m) and all pairs of lumps L(m) and L(n). In
the light of Kingman’s theorem, one may then expect that the lumpability of the Markov
chain J(t) implies the strongly renewal property of the associated MMPP. The purpose of
this section is to formally study relevance of lumpability to strongly renewal MMPP’s.
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Let f: N M be" a function mapping N = {0,1,...,N} onto M = {0,1,...,M} where
0<M<N. This function determines a partition L = {L(0),L(1),...,L(M)} of N where for
and k M,
f(i) = k.
(3.1) i L(k)
For t > 0 let
(3.2) Y(t) d__ f(J(t)).
Definition 3.1 A Markov chain J(t) is called lumpable with respect to a partition L =
{L(0),L(1),...,L(M)}, if for every initial state probability vector the process Y(t)
determined by (3.2) is a Markov chain whose transition rate matrix is independent of the
initial distribution. We denote this by J(t) Lump(L).

For a discrete time Markov chain N(k) governed by one-step transition probability
matrix _a, the definition of lumpability can be given similarly. It has been shown, see
Kemeny and Snell (1969), that N(k) Lump(L) if and only if
(3.3) VUaV = aV.
Here the matrices V and are defined by

U

(3.4)

=V = [Vim]iN,mM

(3.5)

U = [Umi]me M, ie N Umi

Vim =

{

ifi L(m)
if i L(m)

L(m)l

if i L(m)

if i L ( rn )
where IL(m)l is the cardinality of L(m). For convenience, we say that a square matrix __b is
lumpable with respect to L, denoted by _b Lump(L) if_b satisfies (3.3).

The uniformization procedure of Keilson (1979) provides a bridge between
continuous time and discrete time Markov chains in the following manner. For a
continuous time Markov chain J(t) governed by =v, let v > maxi{v i} and define

1

1

__av=_I--__v
vv D+-_v.
Clearly __av is a stochastic matrix and defines a discrete time Markov chain N(k).
(3.6)

Let Kv(t)

be a Poisson process with intensity v. Then one has

(3.7) J(t) = N(Kv(t)),
provided that the two processes share the same initial distribution. Sumita and Rieders
(1987) have shown that J(t) is lumpable if and only if N(k) is lumpable. More specifically
one has the following theorem"
Theorem 3.2 (Sumita and Rieders(1987))

J(t) Lump(L) =:, __av e Lump(L).

We are now in a position to study the relevance of lumpability to strongly renewal
MMPP’s.
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Theorem 3.3 Let M(t) be an MMPP having a source
(1.4). Then the following three statements are equivalent.
(a) +(s) Lump({e, Z}).
(b) J(t) Lump({P, Z}) and = %.e_p.
(c) __Vvzz = y ep, __VzP = t ez and = Xep.

(Q_, A=D) and let

+(s) be as in

,p

Proof.

_

First show that (b) :, (c). From Theorem 3.2 and (3.6), it is clear that
J(t) Lump({P, Z}) implies (c). Conversely suppose (c) holds. From (3.6), one has

Y-v

vg’ -

--av:pzez= gP and __av:zp= eZ"
__av.pze-z=

(1-

’-)._p.
V

=a

Since v is stochastic, it then follows that

Similarly

=av.zze_z = (1- )-z"
V

=av:ppp=

Consequently one has

Lump({ P, Z}), and (b) holds from Theorem 3.2.
Next prove (a) => (c). Suppose +(s) Lump({e, Z}). Then from (2.6) and (3.3)
there exist rl(s) and e(s) such that
(3.8)

( )=

( )e =

e(s-zl
/

From Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, one has V=pzeZ = y ep and
(2.14) and (3.8) that

%,p = .ge. One also sees from

(s) = rl(s)lzps)ee = e(s)e_z.
It then follows from (2.13) that
e(s)

--Vze-ee- rl(s) (Szz + _-vD:zz _-VZZ )eZ
e(s)
(sz + --Vze)’
rl(s)

e(s)(s + t)
eZ,
(3.9) _VzpeP =
rl(s)
and (c) is proved. (See Remark 3.4 below.)
Now suppose that (c) holds. It can be readily seen from Theorem 1.1 (a) and (3.6)
that

(3.10)

+(s)
=_

]’I=AD_
s+v+k[1 _-I _(s)

where

(3.11) D(s)=

S+V+

O=ZP

Z

=a

Since (b) and (c) are equivalent, one has v Lump({P, Z}). This in turn implies from
(3.11) that __D(s) Lump({P, Z}). It has been shown in Lemma 1.4 of Sumita and Rieders
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(1987) that ( __I- __A )-1 Lump(L) if and only if
Z}), and the proof is completed.

__A

Lump(L). Hence _+(s)
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Lump({e,

Remark 3.4 It should be noted that the coefficient of e_Z in the fight-hand side of (3.9),
e(s)(s+l.t)/rl(s), is equal to Ix for all s such that Re(s) > 0. In fact, one has from Theorem
1.1 (a) that

0 (s)v ]+(s) = X
(3 12) __0o(s)l[ I- =D
This together with (3.8) implies that
(3.13) -rl(S)=Zp_ep+ e(s){se_z + =VzpgP} = Oz
Substituting the condition
(3.14) V=zp_p = I,t eZ
into (3.13) yields

e(s)=

rl(s),
s+kt
which gives for all s with Re(s) > 0,
e(s)(s + t)
rl(s)
The next corollary follows directly from Theorem 3.3.

Corollary.. 3.5 If J(t) Lump({P,
then M(t) is strongly renewal.

Z}) (i.e., V=pzeZ = ]t_ep, =VZpe_p = I.t ez) and Xp = e_p,

We note that the difference between the conditions of Theorem 2.3 and those of
Corollary 3.5 is that the former has
(3.15) __Vpz__zp(S)e P = p(s)_ep
while the latter requires (3.14). Though (3.14) implies (3.15), the converse is not true.
The following example illustrates an MMPP which is strongly renewal but the underlying
Markov chain is not lumpable with respect to L = {P, Z}.
Example 3.6 LetN = {0,1,2}, P = {0} andZ = {1,2}. The underlying Markov chain
J(t) is governed by
0 Vol Vo2

__V=

Vl0 0 V12
v20 v 2 1 0

Let X0 = X, i.e., A D is of the form
XIO0
-I

=AD=

i

olo
010
It follows from Corollary 2.2 that M(t) is strongly renewal, while J(t) is not lumpable with
respect to L = P, Z }, when v 10: v20"
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When the underlying Markov chain is lumpable with respect to L = {P, Z}, the
interarrival time distribution for the corresponding MMPP can be evaluated explicitly in the
real domain as we show next.

Theorem 3.7 If J(t) a Lump({P, Z}) and hp = ep, then the Laplace transform rl(s) of
the interarrival time for the corresponding MMPP and its p.d.f, fx(t) are given by
,(s + g)
(a)
rl(S) = 2
s + (.+g+,)s

.-H+q H2’4XI.t .t]-exp[ H-qH2’4Xt.t .t]

expt

2

fx(t) = Xbt"
+

(b)

where

.

q H24Xl.t

_H+q I-I2_4Zl.t exp[ .H+q"H2_4X’I.t
2

2

-’"

,

2

t]

2

exp[-

2

t

qH2_4XI,t

Ix and y are as given in Theorem 3.3 (c) and H = ) + tx + Y.

Substituting _V_pze_z =

_ep and V=zp_eP = g eZ into (3.15) yields

p(s)=y I.t
s+l.t
Then one has from Corollary 2.4 that
X(s + t.t)
rl(s) = 2
s + ()v+g+3,)s + )Vg
proving (a). Applying the Laplace inversion formula, one finds (b) from (a), completing
the proof.

4 WEAKLY RENEWAL MMPP’S
Even when an MMPP with source (_Q,

A=D) is not strongly renewal, an appropriate

T
choice of an initial probability vector/r0:p on P may still make the MMPP a renewal

process, as we will see. The study of the class WR of weakly renewal MMPP’s
necessitates certain subtlety and the characterization of WR is much more difficult. The
purpose of this section is to establish sufficient conditions under which an MMPP belongs
to WR. Our first theorem is simple but useful.
Theorem 4.1 Let M(t) be an MMPP having a source (Q,
T

vector g0:P of J(t) on P is chosen so that

A=D).

If an initial probability
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T +
/3:p_pp(S)
Z (S)/.p, for all s with Re(s) > 0,

(4.1)

then M(t) belongs to WR. Furthermore the Laplace transform of the distribution of i.i.d.
interarrival times is given by Z(s).

Proof.

Let K(.S.) be as deffmed in (2.2). From (2.7) one then sees that
K +

K

K

Hence the interarrival times X 1, X2,..., X K are i.i.d, random variables having X(s) =
E[e "sXi ], and the theorem follows.
The following example illustrates that the class SR is a proper subset of the class

Example 4.2 Let J(t) be a Markov chain on N = {0,1,2} governed by transition rate
matrix v where
0 4
2
0
5
(4.2) __v =
2 4
0
Let P = {0,1 and Z = {2} with =
and = 0. It should be noted that V__pzgZ =
[2,5] T is not proportional to e_p = [1,1] T, violating the condition of Theorem 2.3 (ii).

’0 ’1

"

’2

Consequently the associated MMPP M(t) is not strongly renewal.

T

Let/r0: P =

[1/3,2/31.

From Theorem 1.1 and (2.12), one has

(s2+(12+,)s+32+6,

)

1
-4(s+8)
,p(S) "1- k(s+6)
S2+(12+,)s+ 1 6+6.
-(s+ 16)
T
It then follows that :p _p(S) "1 = 1/Z(S)2y,oT..p or equivalently /t:p p(S) = X(s) /I.O:
P

(4.3)

_

where

(4.4) Z(s) =

(s+6)

sZ+(10+)s+6.

Hence from Theorem 4.1, M(t) belongs to WR. We note that the two zero points of the
denominator of Z(s) in (4.4) sandwich -6 for any .> 0 and therefore Z(s) corresponds to a
completely monotone density.
We next express the condition (4.1) of Theorem 4.1 in terms of transition rate
matrix v which is easier to exanaine.
Theorem_ 4.3 Let M(t) be an MMPP having a source (_Q, A=D). Then the sufficient
is equivalent to
condition (4.1) for the MMPP to be weakly renewal with respect
(i)

to/r,0Y:p

= Xgp;
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(ii)

T
T
/:P(-D:PP V=pp) = T :p and

(iii)

/:p_V_pzp(S) = p(S)g:p,

where 13zp(S) is as in (2.13).
Proof.
First note from Theorem 1.1 and (2.11) that
(4.5) _;p(S) = [ S=Ipp + V=D:pP + A=D:pP V=pp- V=pzp(S) l’lAD:pp.

Suppose that the conditions (i),(ii) and (iii) hold true. One then sees that
T
+
1
= 210:
_pp(S)’l
P A=D:pp- [ SIpp + __VD:pp + =AD:pp __Vpp V__pzzp(S) I

:p

=

T

1/%(s)/r,O: P

where

(4.6) %(s)=

s + k + T- p(s)
Hence the condition (4.1) holds.
Conversely suppose that the condition (4.1) holds true. Substituting (4.5) into
(4.1) then yields
T =
T
-1
(4.7) /0:P
%(S) 70:pA=D:p
P [ S=Ipp + V=D:pP + =AD:pp V__pp _V_pzzp(S) ].

.

By letting s ---)o,,, one then can say
T
T
T
-1
-1
(4.8) /I0:
P = lims _.s%(s) /0:P=AD:pp = /0:p/=D:pP
Hence

(4.9)

p = Xe_p, and (i) is proved. To see (ii), substitute (i) into (4.7). One sees that
p(s)/r3:p =/:p[ =vD:pp __Vpp =Vpzzp(S) ]

where

(4.10) (s)-

Z.- X(s)(s + .)

z(s)
Let
(4.11) 7 = lims _..ff(s).
By letting s ---),,,, in (4.9), one can say that (ii) follows from (4.10) and (4.11).
Substituting (ii) into (4.9), one finds that
(4.12) /ipV__pz.zp(S) = 9(s)/:p p(s) = T- 15(s),
completing the proof.

Next corollary is immediate from (4.6).
Corollary 4.4 Let M(t) be a weakly renewal MMPP satisfying (4.1). Then the Laplace
transform Z(s) of the distribution of i.i.d, interarrival times is given by
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where

.,

.
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s + +
p(s)
p(s) and y are as given in Theorem 4.3.

’-

Before ending this section, we provide a characterization theorem for an MMPP to
be a Poisson process.
Theorem 4.5 An MMPP M(t) is a Poisson process if and only if

Proof.

’i =

’

for all i N.

.

First assume that an MMPP is a Poisson process with the arrival rate Then there
T for which
exists at least one probability vector go:P
M(t) is weakly renewal. From (4.6),

.

one has (s) = /(s + % + y- p(s) ) = /(s + .) so that y = p(s). It then follows from
(4.12) that if(s) = 0 and therefore 5, = 0 from (4.11). Hence p(s) is also zero. Suppose Z
Then the fact that p(s) 0 contradicts the condition of Theorem 4.3 (iii). Hence Z =

"

.p

= )ep while the
Conversely suppose Z = and i = for all i N. Since
conditions of (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied by default, M(t) is strongly renewal.
By setting y = p(s) = 0 in (2.22), one has rl(S) = /(s + )), completing the proof.

{}5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

It can be readily seen from (2.7) that an MMPP M(t) is weakly renewal with respect
T
to gO:P if and only if there exists a Laplace transform rl(S) of a probability density function
such that

(5.1)

1

K

+ S
k)ep = l-ln(Sk)
{K(..) = /.p k=l _pp(
k=l

for all positive integers K. In other words K(S_) is interchangeable with respect to s and
decomposable as in (5.1). The characterization theorem for the class SR could be obtained
T
since/I0:P could be chosen arbitrarily. However, a simple characterization of the class WR
is difficult. Some necessary conditions may be found if one could find conditions under
+
which lp(S) = _pp(S)_ep
spans the IPI-dimensional Euclidian space by varying values of s.

In this paper, only MMPP’s having an initial distribution/I0":p with full support on
P have been considered for simplicity. Some of the results given in the paper can be easily
extended to general MMPP’s. If an MMPP M(t) is strongly renewal, for example, M(t) is
always a delayed renewal process for an ,arbitrary initial distribution/ on N. This type of
extension for the class WR, however, is a little more subtle.
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